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Liquid Farm
2015 “Golden Slope” chardonnay
Sta. rita Hills, santa barbara
Often said, but very true, all great wine starts in the vineyard. Our
project’s name reflects our strong belief in that philosophy. It is truly all
about place in combination with the highest quality fruit and letting the
varietal and regional typicity of the wine shine through from vineyard
to glass...Liquid from Farming.
We allow the wines to develop on their own with little intervention,
minimal or no new oak and use no additives or machines to manipulate
www.LiquidFarm.com
the wines inherent personality. The project is also committed to blending
from the handful of special vineyards we work with in the small AVA
of Sta. Rita Hills to produce a collection of Chardonnays that are markedly different expressions, but with the same
thread of intense minerality and salinity they started with in the vineyard.
TASTING NOTES: Subtle aromas of raw honey, beeswax, baked sourdough and white flowers. The palate gives
flavors of quince, tangelo, and creme fraiche with subtle hints of nutmeg and cardamom. A very long, lingering
finish with flavors of marzipan and green pineapple that leaves your mouth-popping and (at least for us!) craving
another sip.
Composition: 100% Chardonnay
Production: 500 cases

Regular Price. . . . $49.99

CLUB CRUSH PRICE. . . .$44.99

blackbird vineyards
2017 “arriviste” Rosé
napa Valley, california
Founded in 2003, Blackbird Vineyards is an artisanal producer of Right Bank
Bordeaux-inspired wines. In conjunction with the Blackbird estate vineyard
- which provides fruit for the foundation of the wine portfolio - Blackbird
Vineyards fosters long-term partnerships with premium vineyard sources
throughout Napa Valley, where growers are passionate about their approach
to farming. These vineyards are hand-selected for their health, superiority and
exceptional fruit quality, allowing Winemaker Aaron Pott to produce elegantly
styled, appropriately balanced red wines that offer short and long term cellaring
potential.
www.BlackbirdVineyards.com
TASTING NOTES: The 2017 Arriviste is a sophisticated, salmon-pink colored
rosé of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, and Petit Verdot. On the
nose, alluring aromas of strawberry and stone fruit come together with hints of white flowers. The wine enchants
with richly textured flavors of tart cherry, crisp red apple, and citrus on the mid-palate, carrying clean minerality
and bright acidity on the lingering finish.
Composition: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon - 20% Merlot - 15% Cabernet Franc - 5% Petit Verdot
Production: 2,100 cases

Regular Price. . . . $28.99

CLUB CRUSH PRICE. . . .$26.09

